
INDEX

‘absorptive capacity’ for aid, issue of
116

African, Caribbean, Pacific Group
66

preferential treatment for 82–3
African Charter on Human and

People’s Rights 34
aid seedevelopment aid
‘Aid for Trade’ initiative 66, 83, 91
Alien Torts Claims Act (USA) (ATCA)

189, 191, 192–3
alternative economic policies

possibilities for 26–7
World Social Forum’s promotion of

26
American Declaration on Human

Rights (ADHR) 1948 11
Anvil Mining, involvement in Kilwa

campaign 153–4
Apartheid, effect of sanctions on 79
arbitration provisions in BITs 173–4
armed conflict

post-conflict role of military forces
236–7

social costs of 233–4
armed forces, peacekeeping role of

236–7
Article XX of GATT as means of

human rights protection
70–5

Asian financial crisis (1997–98), effect
on adoption of MAI 56

‘assets and capabilities’ needed for
development 121

Bhopal incident 145–8
Bilateral Investment Treaties (BITs)

case studies on human rights impact
of 175–6

corporations’ right to initiate
arbitration proceedings against
states under 173–4

dispute settlement provisions in
173–4

growth of 101–2
impact on human rights 173–7
proposed replacement by MAI 55–6
requirements made by 173
role of 173
stabilisation clauses in 174–5

bilateral trade agreements
human rights clauses in 54
move towards 91–2

biodiesel blending scam as example of
GATT rule abuse 70

‘black economic empowerment’ laws
(South Africa), BIT case study
175–6

BP (British Petroleum), BIT case study
175

Brazilian financial crisis 56–7
Bretton Woods institutions see

International Monetary Fund
(IMF); World Bank

Brundtland Report 204
Burma see Myanmar
Business Leaders’ Initiative on Human

Rights (BLIHR) 32, 168–9

Cairns Group 66
Cancún Ministerial Meeting 66
capital markets, ability to regulate 57
capitalism’s relationship to human

rights 8–9
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‘champagne glass’ depiction of wealth
distribution 27–8

Chevron, defence to Ecuadorian
pollution lawsuit 161–2

China
accession to WTO, human rights

issues 54–5
claims of supporting human rights

19
comparative advantage theory

applied to 45
corporate social responsibility in

225
economic growth 14
environmental mismanagement,

human rights and 20
EU preferential trade with 88
freedom of speech 20
fulfilment of FDI criteria 170
human rights dialogue with aid

agencies 123
increasing aid from 114
internet censorship 162–3
market economy, adoption of 16
sanctions against 78
support for Myanmar 3–6
TNCs originating in 151

climate change, effects on world
security 230

coalitions of states 66
codes of conduct, transnational,

human rights use of 192–4
commerce see transnational

corporations (TNCs)
commercial law, overlap with public

law 6–7
companies see transnational

corporations
comparative advantage, theory of 45
conditionality 115

ATCA, of 193
Chinese aid, of 114
conditional dependency of trade and

human rights 26–32, 33, 43,
227

consensus for 227
developing countries’ approach to

66–8

DFID’s poverty reduction objectives,
in 123

economic 23
effect on political economy 16
effectiveness of 83–4
governance and rule of law

programmes, in 129–30, 140
GSP mechanism 84–9
human rights treaties, in 67
international law enforcement, of

220
investors’ rights, of 176
MCC funds, in distribution of 124
preferential trade programmes 219
preferential trade programmes, in,

WTO’s backing for 219
role of 82–8
sanctions, and 77–89
sovereignty-invading 66–7
statehood, of 223–4
types of 83
wealth creation, of, Adam Smith on

208
Confederation of British Industry

(CBI), reference to domestic
human rights law by 187–8

conflicts, costs of and benefits of
removal of 125

Congo, Democratic Republic of, Anvil
Mining and Kilwa campaign
153–4

corporate governance see also
governance and rule of law

PRI on importance of 172
World Bank’s approach to 179–80

corporate social responsibility (CSR)
business case for, issue of 185–6
China, in 225
codes of conduct 180–1
concern with brand image as

motivation 184–5
corporate attitudes to 182–3
factors behind increasing emphasis

on 180
Fair Trade Certification programme,

success of 183
human rights, and 179–6
human rights values in codes of 181
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corporate social responsibility (cont.)
importance of 180, 202–3
legal regulation of, need for 186
motivations for emphasising

183–5
origins of 6–7
philanthropy, institutionalised

corporate 185
process of 182
Sarbanes-Oxley Act, importance of

180
‘social licence to operate’ 183
stakeholders in 182
‘triple bottom line’ 183
voluntarism, limits of 186
World Bank’s approach to 179–80

Cotonou Agreement, preferential
treatment for ACP countries
82–3

cross-border investment see Foreign
Direct Investment (FDI)

debt cancellation, role of 115–16
Declaration on the Right to

Development 34
de-colonisation, factor in growth of

global economy and human
rights 7

demand, creation of 37
democracy as foundation for security

230
developing countries see least

development countries (LDCs)
development, right to (RTD)

continuing debate over 106–7
Declaration on 34
language of statements on 33–4
link with Millennium Development

Goals 107
statements on 93–4

development agencies 30–1see also
intergovernmental
organisations (IGOs); specific
organisations e.g. World Bank

assignment of responsibilities for
human rights 217

breadth of mandates of 217
foundations for security, as 230

governance and rule of law, aid
related to 127

growth of, as factor in growth of
global economy and human
rights 7

HRBA, use of 123–4
importance for human rights 10
organisations in the role of 132
promotion of global economic

regulation 29–32
role in aiding states to meet human

rights obligations 143
trade regulation, role in 37–8

development aid see also development
agencies

0.7% GNI target for aid budgets
111–14

‘absorptive capacity’ for, issue of
116

administering, Grameen Bank as
example of 95–7

‘aid for trade’ initiative 66
‘assets and capabilities’ needed for

development 121
better strategy for, factors in 143–4
calls for more emphasis on 48
China, from 114
conditionality, ‘structural

adjustment’ planning and 97
co-ordination of, need for 116
donor countries’ contributions to

112–14
economic ‘leg-up’, as 109–10
flow of, improving 141–3
Grameen Bank as example of

administering 95–7
Human Rights Based Approach see

Human Rights Based Approach
(HRBA) to development

human rights emphasis 93
increasing 114–16
innovation in, need for greater 141
institutional reforms, role in

development 97–9
link with human rights,

development of 95–8
link with human rights, mutual

benefit of 120
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Millennium Development Goals
116–19

official development assistance,
levels of 113

‘ownership’ of programmes
129–30

partnership building, emphasis on
129–30

poverty alleviation, MDGs and
116–18

Poverty Reduction Strategy Papers
(PRSPs) 129

private sector, role in development
97, 99–102

protectionism as obstacle to 111
purchasing power of poor, to unlock

102
purpose of 93
relationship to trade 109–10
response to 2008 global food crisis

114–15
right to development see

development, right to (RTD)
self-sufficiency, to promote 124–5
statements on

human rights emphasis in 93–4
impact of 94

success of aid programmes 143
sustainable development, to

promote 124–5
withdrawal in response to human

rights abuses 95
dignity and freedom, characteristics of

121
diplomacy, historical role of 6
Dispute Settlement Mechanism (DSM)

see World Trade Organisation
(WTO)

dispute settlement provisions in BITs
173–4

distribution of wealth seewealth
distribution

Doha Round
closing of 66, 91, 221
importance for linking trade and

human rights 57–60
role in integrating aid and trade

110

drugs
right of access to 90
right to manufacture generic

58–9

economic abuses, states’ role in 20
economic globalisation see global

economy
economic law, international (IEL),

contrasting emphasis with
human rights law 30–1

economic liberalisation, importance
for global economy 16–17

economic theory, support for
intervention and regulation
207–9

Economist
acceptance of CSR, on 182
being bypassed by global economy,

on 234
belief in power of market, on 46
benefit to poor of market economy,

on 42
critique of UNCTAD report on trade

liberalisation and developing
countries 47

need for re-regulation, on 57
new corporate order, on 157
role of government, on 21
role of philanthropy, on 185

economy, global
analysis of social advances arising

from economic growth 206–7
anti-globalisation arguments 25–6
armed conflict, response to 233–4
assignment of human rights

responsibility, framework for
224–8

assignment of responsibilities to
make economy work for
human rights 216–28

attitude to human rights 205
balance with government, need for

210–11
balance with human rights,

importance of 205
concept and characteristics of

globalisation 15–18
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economy, global (cont.)
conditional dependency relationship

with human rights 26–32
conflict with human rights 23–36
de-colonisation as factor in growth

of 7
economic interdependence as

foundation for security 230
economic policy, human rights role

in forming 226–7
future prospects for human rights

emphasis 204–37
growth of 14–18

human rights implications of
228–9

historical factors in growth of 7–9
historical role of trade and

diplomacy 6
human rights, and 1–36
‘humanisation’ of, ‘Geneva

consensus’ for 54
illicit economy, effect of 234–5
influence on states 19
innovation, societal benefit from

211–12
interconnectedness resulting from

globalisation 216–17
interdependence with human rights

204–5, 206–16
international organisations as factor

in growth of 7
language in economic statements,

importance of 32–6
language of human rights,

appropriation of 35–6
liberalism as factor in growth of

7–9
mediatory role of states between

human rights and 18–23
moral dimension of 207–9
necessity to human rights 238
post-conflict situations, role in 237
poverty 210–11
priority of human rights over 237
pro-globalisation arguments 24–5
regulation of international

organisations’ promotion of
29–32

relationship to human rights 1–3
complexity of 3–6, 207–13
regulation of 213–16

reliance on law 215–16
right to globalisation, idea of 34–5
service to societal goals, in 20–6
social dimensions of, reports on

29–30
states’ relationship to 223–4
states’ role in growth of 17–18
technological advances as factor in

growth of 7
Ecuador, pollution lawsuit against

Chevron 161–2
‘enabling environment’ for human

rights, TNCs’ contribution to
158–9

Enhanced Integrated Framework for
trade/human rights dialogue
60

environment
Ecuador’s pollution lawsuit against

Chevron 161–2
human rights issue, as 72–5
language of human rights statements

on 33–4
legislation, effect of BIT stabilisation

clauses 174–5
mismanagement of, human rights

and 20
weak protection of, corporate abuse

where 161–2
Equator Principles 102, 139, 171–3,

181
ethical investment, role of 219
European Convention on Human

Rights 1950 (ECHR) 11
European Union (EU)

challenge to US ban on trade with
Myanmar 80

coalitions of countries in opposition
to 66

conditionality in preferential trade
programmes 219

expansion of security 230
GSPs 85–90
international constitutionalism of

61
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labour standards, raising issue of
67

moratorium on biotech products,
challenge to 72

oversight of states’ economic
management 18

privileged access for ACP countries
83

standard human rights clauses in
bilateral trade agreements 54

Export Credit Agencies (ECAs) 100
extra-territoriality of human rights law,

extending 189–93

Fair Trade Certification programme,
success of 183

finance see Foreign Direct Investment
(FDI)

financial crises
Asian 56
Brazilian 56–7
US sub-prime crisis 57

food
legal obligation to implement right

to 107–8
response to 2008 global crisis

114–15, 130, 210–11
safety, as human rights issue 71–2

Foreign Direct Investment (FDI)
Bilateral Investment Treaties see

Bilateral Investment Treaties
(BITs)

contribution to domestic economy
169

criteria for 170
developing countries’ ability to gain

170–1
Equator Principles, impact of 171–3
global total of 14
growth of 99–100
human rights benefit of 171
investors’ acceptance of human

rights responsibilities 171–2
nature of 169
OECD report on 169
PRI, impact of 172
priority over human rights 177
targeting of 170

forum non conveniens (FNC), use of
190

‘forum shopping’ by victims of human
rights abuse 191–2

free market, Adam Smith’s ideology of
8–9

free speech, curtailment of 20
free trade

history of theory and practice 44–6
intention of 39, 43
spread of 54
strength of orthodox language and

practice 47
freedom and dignity, characteristics of

121
freedoms, claims for links between 60
Fukuyama, Francis, on triumph of

liberalism 16
‘full belly’ thesis 20

Gates Foundation as example of CSR
185

General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade (GATT)

Article XX as means of human rights
protection 70–5

biodiesel blending scam as e.g. of
rule abuse 70

dispute settlement 41–2
exception clauses in, human rights

arguments over 70–5
importance of UN Charter’s human

rights mandate in 52–3
law-based approach, attitude to

41–2
‘Geneva consensus’ 54
‘Gini Co-efficient’ measure of

income/wealth distribution 28
Gleneagles summit meeting of G8,

agreement on debt relief 115
global economy see economy, global
globalisation see economy, global
good faith in negotiations,

presumption of 77
governance and rule of law

aid projects related to 98–9
benefits of 125–6
conditionality, effect of 129–30
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governance and rule of law (cont.)
costs of lack of 125
danger of overemphasis on

institution building 129
development of, as substitute for

other development 130–1
global food crisis, human rights and

response to 130
human rights critique of

programmes 129–31
international financial aid related to

127
link with human rights 125–8
need for greater understanding of, in

human rights context 131
programmes with little human

rights emphasis 130
‘Singapore Issues’ 66
sustainable development,

importance for 124–5
World Bank’s approach to 126–7

Grameen Bank 95–7
‘Green Room’ negotiations within

WTO 65
gross domestic product (GDP), growth

of 14–15
groupings of states 66
GSP mechanism 84–9

Havana Charter, failure to ratify 39–40
‘Highly Indebted Poor Countries’

(HIPC) programme 115
Hong Kong Ministerial Meeting 66
‘host government agreements’ 175
human rights

abuses of
poverty, link with 27–9
states’ role in 20
withdrawal of aid in response to

95
aid seedevelopment aid
Article XX of GATT as means of

protection 70–5
assignment of responsibilities for

making economy work for
216–28

balance with global economy,
importance of 205

barriers to acceptance of 205
bilateral trade agreements, in 54
business issue, as 168–9
capitalism’s attitude to 8–9
characteristics of human dignity and

freedom 121
common ground with trade, extent

of 49–50
conditional dependency relationship

with global economy 26–31
conditionality see conditionality
conflict with global economy 23–36
consensus, task of creating 238–9
conventions and declarations 11–13

see alsospecific examples e.g.
Universal Declaration on
Human Rights 1948 (UDHR)

de-colonisation as factor in growth
of 7

development see development
agencies; development aid

development of, post-1945 9–13
Doha Round, importance of 57–60
economic bodies’ responsibilities for

13
economic globalisation see economy,

global
‘enabling environment’ for, TNCs’

contribution to 158–9
environment, language of statements

on 33–4
environmental protection, and

72–5
food safety, and 71–2
freedoms, claims for links between

60
‘full belly’ thesis as justification for

neglecting 20
global economy, relationship to see

economy, global
governance and rule of law

programmes, critique of
129–31

historic legal formulations of 10
historical factors in growth of 7–9
historical role of trade and

diplomacy 6
IGOs’ responsibilities for 12–13
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impact of sanctions on 78–9
importance of 1–2
individuals’ responsibilities for 13
interdependence with global

economy 204–5, 206–16
international organisations as factor

in growth of 7
labour standards as measure of 67–8
language in statements on,

importance of 32–6
language of, appropriation by

economic sphere 35–6
law see law
legitimisation of government by

238
liberalism as factor in growth of 7–9
mediatory role of states between

global economy and 18–23
Millennium Development Goals see

Millennium Development
Goals (MDGs)

Myanmar, in 4–6
non-optional, as 238
organisations, report on social

dimensions of globalisation
30–1

perception of, need for better 142
policy with practice, linking 227–8
priority over economy 237
programmes, need to measure

effectiveness of 228
protection of public morals and

order, and 72
purpose of universal 223–4
relationship to global economy,

complexity of 207–13
reliance on law 215–16
responsibility for, assignment of

hard law/soft law, between
219–21

legal/non-legal entities, between
218–19

public/private sectors, between
221

security see security
states’ role in seestates
technological advances as factor in

growth of 7

‘third generation’ rights 33
trade see trade
treaties, authority to impose

sanctions under 81–2
UN Charter’s mandate for 52–3
universality of, growth in 10–11
Vietnam, in 51–2
WTO protection for see World Trade

Organisation (WTO)
Human Rights Based Approach

(HRBA) to development
governance and rule of law

critiques of programmes 129–31
international organisations, use by

123–4
Millennium Challenge Corporation,

use by 123–4
‘more fundamental’ than justice or

welfare approach 122
nature of 119–20
need for 119
needs as rights, importance of

defining 121–2
progress towards 122–4
UN ‘common understanding’ on

122
Human Rights Committee (UN) see

United Nations (UN)
Human Rights Council, resolution on

social dimensions of
globalisation 30

Human Rights Institutional
Strengthening (HURIST)
programme 98–9

‘humanising globalisation’ agenda 91

illicit economy, effect of 234–5
India

Bhopal incident 145–8
corporate social responsibility in 7
economic growth 14
fulfilment of FDI criteria 170
level of security 231
Myanmar, trade with 78
TNCs originating in 151
trade disputes involving 73

individuals, human rights
responsibilities of 13
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innovation, societal benefit from
211–12

interconnectedness resulting from
globalisation 216–17

intergovernmental organisations
(IGOs), human rights
responsibilities of 12–13

International Bank of Reconciliation
and Development, social
welfare concerns of 32

International Court of Justice (ICJ),
endorsement of sanctions 81

International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights 12, 20

International Covenant on Economic,
Social and Cultural Rights 12,
34

potential as vehicle for poverty
alleviation 106

trade obligations under 53
International Criminal Court (ICC)

13
International Finance Corporation

(IFC)
Equator Principles 139
growth of 100, 137
potential for promoting human

rights 139
response to criticism of human

rights record 137–9
international law see law
International Monetary Fund (IMF)

approach to human rights 132–3,
134–5

division of responsibilities with
World Bank, consequences of
134–5

establishment of 133–4
HIPC programme 115
purposes of 133
role in Enhanced Integrated

Framework 60
international organisations see

development agencies
International Sugar Trade Coalition 66
International Trade Commission

(ITC), role in Enhanced
Integrated Framework 60

International Trade Organisation
(ITO), failure to establish
39–40

internet censorship by China 162–3
interpretation see language of

economic and rights statements
investors, checks on rights of 176
Iraq, use of private security contractors

in 235–6

Jubilee 2000 campaign 115

Kant, Immanuel, on foundations of
security 230

Kilwa campaign, Anvil Mining’s
involvement in 153–4

labour standards as human rights
measure 67–8

language of economic and rights
statements 32–6

strength of orthodox free trade
language 47

Latin America, importance of human
rights in 225–6

law
assignment of human rights

responsibility
direct/indirect responsibility 221
hard law/soft law, between

219–21
legal/non-legal entities, between

218–19
public/private sectors, between

221
balance between domestic and

international regulation
212–13

corporations, of, use of 189–90
CSR, need for regulation of 186
differences between home and host

state laws, dealing with
188–95

extending extra-territoriality of
189–93

extra-territoriality, limitations of
221

good faith, presumption of 77
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interaction of trade law and human
rights law 50–60

international human rights law
(IHRL)

contrasting emphasis with
economic law 30–1

interaction with trade law 50–60
international law

direct application to TNCs 220–1
human rights responsibilities

under 12–13
importance for human rights 10
overcoming fragmentation of

227
role of 219–21
‘soft law’ nature of 219

laws and legal institutions, societal
basis of 214–15

legality of sanctions 80–2
linkage of trade law and human

rights law 61–2
mediatory role of 215
mutual reliance of economy and

human rights on 215–16
obligation to alleviate poverty,

existence of 107–8
obligation to implement right to

food, existence of 107–8
persons living outside rule of 216
pressure on states to improve 189
regulation of TNCs, strength of 149
relative importance to economics

within WTO 41–2
reliance on to secure development

108
role of law and legal institutions, role

of 214
Sarbanes-Oxley Act, importance for

CSR 186
stabilisation clauses in BITs, effect of

174–5
states’ human rights law, importance

of 188
TNCs’ human rights obligations,

relating to 187–201
TNCs, relating to see transnational

corporations (TNCs)
tort liability, use of 189

trade, of see trade
universal jurisdiction, use of 190–1

least development countries (LDCs)
ability to gain FDI 170–1
ability to make use of DSM 75–6
benefits of trade for 49
bilateral trade agreements, and

91–2
calls for more emphasis on

development in 48
conditionality of human rights,

approach to 66–8
free trade in, WTO support for 110
groupings of 65–7
impact of trade on human rights in

51
influence within WTO 65–7
labour in 67–8
priority given to FDI over human

rights 177
trade liberalisation’s impact on,

UNCTAD report 46–7
liberalism

‘embedding’ in social concerns
45–6

philosophy of see also economic
liberalisation

factor in growth of global
economy and human rights, as
7–9

importance for global economy
16

triumph of 16
‘Washington consensus’ 54

Lomé Convention, preferential
treatment for ACP countries 82

Marrakesh Agreement, controversy
over interpretation of 32–3

military forces, peacekeeping role of
236–7

Mill, John Stuart
intellectual and moral benefits of

commerce, on 238
theory of trade 44

Millennium Challenge Corporation
(MCC), HRBA, use of 123–4

Millennium Declaration 2000 116
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Millennium Development Goals
(MDGs) 29

accountability link with human
rights agenda 119

gap between human rights goals and
207

importance for success of 118
intersection with human rights

objectives 118–19
link with RTD 107
list of 117
progress indicators 117
progress report 117–18

Most Favoured Nation (MFN) status
exceptions under GSP mechanism

84
universalising of 79

Multilateral Agreement on Investment
(MAI), human rights grounds
for opposition to 55–7

Multilateral Investment Guarantee
Agency (MIGA)

growth of 100, 137
potential for promoting human

rights 139
response to criticism of human

rights record 137–9
Myanmar

Chinese support to 3–6
effect of economic sanctions on

5–6
global economy’s influence on

human rights in 4–6
sanctions against 80
Western corporations remaining

in 5

needs as rights, importance of defining
121–2

non-governmental organisations
(NGOs), role in influencing
TNCs’ human rights emphasis
202

official development assistance (ODA),
levels of 113

OHCHR see United Nations (UN)
Ok Tedi copper mine scandal 160–1

Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and
Development (OECD)

MAI initiative 55–7
report on FDI 169

‘ownership’ of development
programmes 129–30

Papua New Guinea, stance on Ok Tedi
copper mine scandal 160–1

partnership building, emphasis in aid
programmes 129–30

peace see security
philanthropy, corporate 185
politics

factor in growth of human
rights/trade debate 54

justification for human rights abuse,
as 153–4

role in alleviating poverty 108–11
TNCs’ involvement in 167–8

population growth, effects on world
security 230

poverty
alleviation of see development aid

0.7% GNI target for aid budgets
111–14

act of justice, as 105–6
debt cancellation 115–16
increasing aid 114–16
legal arguments for 105–8
moral arguments for 104–5
political impetus for 108–11
political initiatives for, impact of

111
responding to poverty 94–103

campaigns against 94–5
growth of 233
legal obligation to act on, existence

of 107–8
level of 15
limitations of human rights law as to

106
link with human rights abuse

27–9
peacekeeping measures in relation

to, provision for 106
systemic approaches to 97
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Poverty Reduction Strategy Papers
(PRSPs) 129

preferential trade programmes,
conditionality in 219

preferential treatment in trade 82–9
Principles of Responsible Investment

(PRI) 172
private sector see also transnational

corporations (TNCs)
agencies of World Bank 100, 137–9
assignment of human rights

responsibility to 221
FDI see Foreign Direct Investment

(FDI)
influence on state aid agencies

102–4
partnership with public sector,

increase in 152–3
role in development aid 99–102
security, provision of 235–7
World Bank projects with, human

rights concerns in 137–9
privatisation

increase in 152–3
increasing regulatory and

supervisory role of states
following 21–2, 152–3

profit motive
cause of human rights abuse, as

150
restraint on 166–8

protectionism as obstacle to
development 111

public law overlap with commercial
law 6–7

public morals and order, protection of,
as human rights issue 72

public–private partnerships, growth of
152–3

public sector seestates
purchasing power of poor,

development’s aim to unlock
102

‘reputation risk’ for corporations
156

Ricardo, David, ‘comparative
advantage’ theory 45

Ruggie, John, work as UN SRSG for
human rights 156, 177, 195,
197–201

rule of law programmes, role in HRBA
to development 124–31

sanctions
ability to impose under WTO rules

79–80
authority to impose under human

rights treaties 81–2
ICJ’s endorsement of 81
legality of 80–2
against Myanmar 80
Myanmar, effect on 5–6
role and effectiveness of 77–82

Sarbanes-Oxley Act, importance for
CSR 180

security
benefits of 230
climate change, effects of 230
destabilising effect of wealth

inequality 232
economic objectives 229–30
foundations of (Immanuel Kant)

230
lack of, effects of 231–2
peacekeeping role of military forces

236–7
population growth, effects of 230
private sector, role of 235–7
social objectives 229–30

self-sufficiency, promotion of 124–5
‘shrinking state’ argument 20
‘Singapore Issues’ of governance 66
Smith, Adam

benefits of commerce for individual
freedom, on 238

free market ideology of 8–9
moral basis for wealth creation

207–8
‘social licence to operate’ 183
soft law

international law, nature of 219
role of 219–21

South African ‘black economic
empowerment’ laws, BIT case
study 175–6
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‘sovereignty gap’ problem in failed
states 223

stabilisation clauses in BITs 174–5
states see alsospecific countries e.g.

China
aid agencies of, private sector

influence on 102–4
arbitration proceedings initiated by

corporations against 173–4
assignment of human rights

responsibility to 221
balance with global economy, need

for 210–11
conditionality of statehood 223–4
degree of motivation to promote

human rights 19
economic management by, as

performance indicator 18–19
failed states

lack of security in, effects of
231–2

military action in, use of 237
‘sovereignty gap’ problem in 223

human rights law, importance of
188

human rights responsibilities of 12,
18–23, 212–13

human rights role of 142–3, 221–4
increasing regulatory and

supervisory role 21–2
influence of market forces on 19
influence on WTO 64–5
legal duty as to human rights 20–1
legitimisation of government by

human rights 238
mediating role of government 211
mediatory role between economic

and human rights interests
17–18

motivation for intervening in
corporate activities 160–3

neglect of human rights by, ‘full
belly’ thesis as justification for
20

pressure to improve human rights
laws 189

relationship to global economy
223–4

role in economic and human rights
abuses 20

role in growth of global economy
17–18

role in influencing TNCs’ human
rights emphasis 202–3

‘shrinking state’ argument for
neglect of human rights by 20

‘sovereignty gap’ problem in failed
states 223

weakness of human rights
protection 161–2

‘structural adjustment’ planning 97
sub-prime lending crisis 57
sustainable development

controversy over meaning of 32–3
promotion of 124–5

Sutherland Report on WTO 90

taxonomy of linkage between trade law
and human rights law 62

technology
advances in, as factor in growth of

global economy and human
rights 7

advances in, importance for global
economy 17–18

trade, impact on 38
terminology seelanguage in economic

and rights statements,
importance of

‘third generation’ rights 33
tort liability, use of 189
trade see also free trade

agreements
bilateral see bilateral trade

agreements
human rights clauses in bilateral

54
preferential treatment in 82–9

‘aid for trade’ initiative 66
benefits for developing countries 49
common ground with human rights,

extent of 49–50
corporations, role of 37
creation of demand 37
development-oriented approach to,

adoption of 47–50
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equality and fairness 43–4
expectation of social improvements

through 42
problem of ensuring 43

historical role of 6
human rights, and

conditionality, role of 82–8
preferential treatment, role of

82–8
WTO and human rights

see World Trade Organisation
(WTO)

human rights as objective of, extent
to which 89–92

ICESCR, obligations under 53
impact on human rights in

developing countries 51
influence on nations 38
intention of 39
international organisations, role of

37–8
law, ability to deal with trade

disputes with non-trade origin
80

law-based linkage with human rights
61–2

political context 50–60
taxonomy of 62
types of links 62

liberalisation
asymmetry, problem of 48
impact on developing countries,

UNCTAD report 46–7
political factors in growth of human

rights debate 54–60
receptivity to arguments for linking

human rights and 91
right to, language of statements on

34
sanctions, role and effectiveness of

77–82
talks

Cancún Ministerial Meeting 66
Doha Round see Doha Round
Hong Kong Ministerial Meeting

66
Uruguay Round 58

technology, impact of 38

Vietnam, impact on human rights in
51–2

welfare concerns, and 39–43
Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual

Property Rights (TRIPS)
agreement, Doha Declaration
on 58–9

transnational codes of conduct, human
rights use of 192–4

transnational corporations (TNCs) see
also corporate social
responsibility (CSR); private
sector

ability to make more progress on
human rights 202

abuse of human rights by 150–1
Bhopal incident as example of

145–8
causes of 149–50
corporations’ motivation to

address problems 155–6
political justification for 153–4
practical dilemmas, resulting from

154–5
profit motive as cause of 150
scope for 149

accountability of 165–6
‘agents of justice’, as 158–9
benefits to individuals and

communities of 158
brand image, importance of 167–8,

184–5
Business Leaders’ Initiative on

Human Rights 32, 168–9
claims of human rights practice,

ability to regulate 194
corporate power, role of 160–8
Corporate Social Responsibility, role

of 179–86
emerging economies, from 151–2
‘enabling environment’ for human

rights, contribution to
158–9

financial power of 164
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI),

role of 169–76
human rights as business issue

168–9
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transnational corporations (cont.)
human rights law relating to

corporations law, use of
189–90

differences between home and
host state laws, dealing with
188–97

extending extra-territoriality of
189–93

extent of 187–8
forum non conveniens, use of 190
‘forum shopping’ by victims of

abuse 191–2
international regulation,

prospects and schemes for
195–201

pressure on states to improve
189

tort liability, use of 189
transnational codes of conduct,

use of 192–4
universal jurisdiction, use of

190–1
image, importance of 167–8
impact on human rights 148–9
increase in human rights emphasis

by 156–7
influence on human rights, hard law

and soft law approaches to
regulation of 187–200

international law applied directly to
220–1

Myanmar, remaining in 5
NGO’s role in influencing 202
philanthropy of 185
policy statements on human rights

by 168–9
political involvement of 167–8
power of, extent of 163–6
primary and secondary

considerations of 166–8
profit motive, restraint on 166–8
progress towards greater human

rights emphasis 201–2
regulation of, strength of legal

149
regulation of relationship with

human rights 177–9

‘reputation risk’, importance of
avoiding 156

right under BITs to initiate
arbitration proceedings against
states 173–4

role in trade 37
size of 164
social welfare concerns of 32
society’s responsibility to regulate

behaviour of 159–60
stabilising force, as 158–9
states’ motivation for intervention in

activities of 160–3
states’ role in influencing 202–3
subjection to human rights

infringing policies of states
162–3

subjection to regulation 159–60
UN Global Compact, corporate

signatories to 168
UN Human Rights Norms for 196–7
UN Norms on human rights

responsibilities of 181
understanding positive and negative

impacts on human rights of
157–8

‘triple bottom line’ 183
Tuna/Dolphin cases 72–3

United Kingdom (UK)
CBI, reference to domestic human

rights law by 187–8
‘corporate code of conduct’

legislation 190
DFID’s approach to HRBA 123
Ethical Trading Initiative Base Code

181
official development assistance,

levels of 113
private giving from 100

United Nations (UN)
Charter 11, 12

human rights mandate 52–3
power to impose sanctions under

78
Commission on Legal

Empowerment of the Poor
216
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Commission on Trade and
Development (UNCTAD)

report on trade liberalisation’s
impact on developing countries
46–7

role in Enhanced Integrated
Framework 60

‘common understanding’ on HRBA
122

Development Programme (UNDP)
balanced approach to

development, work on
110–11

HRBA, use of 123
Report 2000, description of link

between human rights and
development 120

Report 2003 118
report on social dimensions of

globalisation 29–30
reports on global trade and

development 110–11
role in Enhanced Integrated

Framework 60
Economic and Social Council

(UNESCO)
function of 93

Global Compact 168
Human Rights Committee 20–1
HURIST programme 98–9
Millennium Declaration 116
Office of the High Commissioner on

Human Rights (OHCHR)
calls for increased trade/human

rights dialogue 60
co-operation with WTO 62
reports on social dimensions of

globalisation 30
‘trade and human rights

programme’ 60
Principles of Responsible Investment

172
RTD, work on 107
Special Representative of

Secretary-General (SRSG) for
human rights and corporations
156, 177, 195, 197–201

‘UN (Human Rights) Norms’ for
corporations 181, 196–7

Universal Declaration on Human
Rights 1948 (UDHR) 11–12

statement on development goals
93

universal jurisdiction, use of 190–1
Uruguay Round 58
USA

aid budget, size of 112
Alien Torts Claims Act 189, 191,

192–3
biodiesel blending scam 70
coalitions of countries in opposition

to 66
conditionality in preferential trade

programmes 219
‘corporate code of conduct’

legislation 190
freedom of expression legislation

163
governance programmes, support

for 98
GSP 85–90
Havana Charter, failure to ratify

39
HRBA, use of 123
labour standards, raising issue of

67
military deaths in Iraq 236
official development assistance,

levels of 113
poverty in, growth of 233
private giving from 100
sanctions, use of 80–1
Sarbanes-Oxley Act, importance for

CSR 180
sub-prime lending crisis 57
trade disputes involving 71–5

Vienna Convention on the Law of
Treaties, right to terminate
human rights agreements
under 81

Vietnam, impact of trade on human
rights in 51–2

Voices of the Poor survey 120–1
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Voluntary Principles on Security and
Human Rights 181

‘vulture funds’ 115–16

‘Washington consensus’ 54
wealth

creation, moral basis for 207–9
distribution 27–8
inequality, destabilising effect of 232

welfarism in trade 39–43
World Bank

approach to human rights 132–3,
134, 136–41

Articles of Agreement as to human
rights 132–3, 136

barriers to greater human rights
emphasis 139–41

Corporate Governance Unit,
approach to CSR 172, 179–80

division of responsibilities with IMF,
consequences of 134–5

establishment of 133–4
facilities for development 133
governance and rule of law, approach

to importance of 126–7
IFC see International Finance

Corporation (IFC)
institutions of 133
MIGA see Multilateral Investment

Guarantee Agency (MIGA)
private sector agencies of 100
private sector projects, human rights

concerns in 137–9
purposes of 133
role in Enhanced Integrated

Framework 60
social welfare concerns of 32
Voices of the Poor survey 120–1

World Social Commission report on
social dimensions of
globalisation 29

World Social Forum (WSF), promotion
of ‘alternative’ policies 26

World Trade Organisation (WTO) see
also General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade (GATT)

ability to impose sanctions under
rules of 79–80

‘Aid for Trade’ initiative 91
calls to increase human rights

emphasis of 47–8
China’s accession to, human rights

issues of 54–5
controversy over interpretation of

agreement establishing 32–3
co-operation with OHCHR 62
dispute settlement, human rights

considerations in 53, 54
Dispute Settlement Mechanism,

human rights protection under
68–77

sanctions against Myanmar, case
of 80

‘Enabling Clause’ allowing waiver to
MFN 84

establishment of 16, 40
free trade in developing countries,

support for 110
good faith in negotiations,

presumption of 77
‘Green Room’ negotiations 65
‘humanising globalisation’ agenda

91
independence of 64
influence of developing countries

65–7
law and economics, relative

importance within 41–2
members’ share of global trade 16
membership of 38
protection of human rights

constraints on 64–9
in dispute settlement see Dispute

Settlement Mechanism above
further initiatives, need for 90–1
scope for 52–3, 63–4, 90

role in Enhanced Integrated
Framework 60

social welfare concerns of 31,
40–1

states’ influence on 64–5
Sutherland Report 90
voting system 65

Yunus, Muhammad, establishes
Grameen Bank 95–7
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